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Invesigatien of Scholarship Made in E. St. Louis High

Research Carried On by Classes in Principles of Secondary Education

Continuing a series of research problems carried on by students in the course, Principles of Secondary Education, we are publishing the results of an investigation made in the East St. Louis High School. This investigation was planned to demonstrate whether or not there is a notable difference between the progress made by students in the tenth grade who have had junior high school training and those who have been transferred from an eighth grade elementary school.

Until the last year, East St. Louis has provided junior high school training for only a small per cent of the pupils, and the possibility for careful and thorough study under the different grouping was not high. Indeed, when the I.Q. of both groups was considered at random, but the average difference between the groups' results was all that could be expected. As the tables will indicate, however, there is no noticeable difference between theaverage scholarship of the two groups.

TABLE I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pupils</th>
<th>School, I.Q. A. C.</th>
<th>Latin, 100%</th>
<th>French, 100%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Clearly, there is no difference in scholarship here. The groups were entirely different, and most of the differences accounted for can be accounted for by the fact that the tenth grade students had been in school longer. However, when this exception is considered, it seems that the junior high school pupils have lost their advantage.

(Continued on page 6)

Science Club Hears Miss Mary Goddard on Fungus of Russia

The regular meeting of the Science Club which was held last Wednesday evening during chapel hour, was addressed by Miss Mary Goddard, faculty member of the Botany department. Last year Miss Goddard did an extensive study of the Russian fungi, with the results of which she presented at a meeting of the Botanical Society of the University of Michigan, where she received her Master's degree. During her attendance at the university she did some additional work on fungi and Dr. Webster, a prominent mycologist.

The subject of Miss Goddard's address at the Science Club meeting pertained to the life history of Russian Graminids, the fungus of wheat rust. In the introduction to the talk, Miss Goddard showed that a fungus can be a happy organism. She pointed out that a fungus requires two different host plants to complete its life cycle; the wheat plant and the common barley. By use of pictures she showed the five different spore forms in this fungus and how it has been carried over from one host to the other.

Posters Prepared for State Campaign to "Save the Schools" by Dr. Bruce Merwin

Part of the State-wide Campaign to "Save the Schools," an interesting series of posters is being prepared under the direction of Miss Luella Roach and Miss Marjorie Westerman of the Art department. The actual presentation of these posters is in the hands of Commercial Art class and the children in the classes of the Training School, at which Miss Wintersteen is in charge.

The posters are being prepared in response to a request from Superintendent W. R. Curtis of Alton, chairman of the program committee of the Southwestern Division of the State Teachers' Association, and they are to be used at the Association meeting held at St. Louis, April 7 and 8. The following excerpt from the letter, written by Supt. Curtis to Dean W. E. Voss, Alton, indicates that it would be possible for our school to furnish such a display, explaining the nature at the parlor meeting, in order to ask the Teachers' College of our territory to assume responsibility for the preparation of a set of school posters of such a nature, which would be samples of what can be made by school children.

In conclusion, the report that the posters can be made and finished in time for the meeting is present in the hands of Dr. Bruce Merwin, President of the American Indian Remains in Southern Illinois.

Dr. Merwin has been interested in archaeology for some time, and before he came to Carbondale he was affiliated with the museum of the University of Pennsylvania. Since he has been at SI. C., he has carried on investigations as an amateur with several other faculty members here and has developed a few theories on prehistoric Indians in Little Egypt.

"This end of the state was especially interesting to me," Dr. Merwin pointed out in his speech, which was the conclusion of the second meeting of the Southern Illinois Archaeological Association. He expressed the hope that the members would use the results of his research in this particular field. He also indicated that the work he has done is a part of a larger study of research in this field.

(Continued on page 6)

Dr. Thehma Kellogg Recently Elected to Phi Beta Kappa

Announcement has just been made that Dr. Thehma Kellogg's recent election to Phi Beta Kappa is representative of the high academic standards of the University of Southern Illinois. Unhappily, at the time Dr. Kellogg was made a member of the faculty, the campus was not available to him because of his previous obligations. Dr. Kellogg will probably be initiated into the fraternity next June when he returns to Carbondale for his forty-fifth reunion. Incidentally she is Alumni secretary for her class and in that capacity has charge of reunion matters.

Ed Curtis Reviews Bickle's New Empire at Mu Tau Pi Meeting

At a meeting of Mu Tau Pi held last Wednesday, Ed Curtis reviewed Bickle's New Empire in the following words:

"Bickle's New Empire is the new publication of the Business Administration Association, which has been mentioned in the Monthly. The book is a valuable addition to the literature of business, and it is recommended to all students in the Business Administration Department and to all business men who are interested in the development of the business world."

(Continued on page 6)

Harold Bailey Presents Report in Economics Class

Harold Bailey, graduate student, presented an extensive report on the American Tobacco Trust. Mr. Russell Nolen's class in Economics 206 last Thursday and Friday. Mr. Bailey's report, which was one of the best managed in the field, was a detailed study of research in this particular field. He also indicated that the work he has done is a part of a larger study of research in this particular field. He also indicated that the work he has done is a part of a larger study of research in this particular field. He also indicated that the work he has done is a part of a larger study of research in this particular field. He also indicated that the work he has done is a part of a larger study of research in this particular field.
PALS FIRST DRAWS LARGE AUDIENCE LAST THURSDAY

EXCELLENT WORK DONE BY CAST; SPONSORED BY LOCAL Y. M.

Mystery and mistaken identity formed the basic elements of the Y. M. C. A. production, "Pals First," presented at the Zeta Zeta chapter of the University of Illinois last Thursday night. Joe Finley as Danny Roland, alias Dick Caskelman, thoroughly ruthlessly laughed at the people who wanted to destroy him.\r\n\nThe program was well worth the time and was enjoyed by all who attended. The players all did a fine job and it is getting harder to find good drama productions in this area.

THERE IS A BOOK STORE IN THIS ISSUE
Two Femmes Discuss Recent Faculty Game

"Goodness gracious, I'll, you look as if you hadn't slept a wink all night. What's the matter with you?"

"I got interested in basketball last night and just missed something that happened in basketball and I just kind of got kind of excited and..."

"Oh, yes, they did. /Let's be happy/[You know]..."

"You know—[I don't think you know what I mean]."

"Well, well."

(End of conversation)
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CHAPLAIN NOTES

Three selections from C. C. White's Bandits Sketches were played by the orchestra in chap. hall. The selection, based on Negro spirituals, includes: Dances, Lament, Slave Song, and Nago Dance. The rendition was effective in that it caught the quality and spirit of the Negro expression.

After Dr. Morin's request that all students, at least some, practice reaching for the spring term filed an acceptance or refusal with him. The second and final round outlined the prerequisites for practices for those who expected to be capacitated.

Thursday the orchestra played "Dan Quixote" and "A Spanish Village" from the suite by Sarasasso. The orchestra played with unusual skill, the music is especially colorful.

A special program was offered Friday by the Boys' Glee Club, under the direction of Mr. Wendel MacGrave. In selections ranging from traditional and a Scotch folk song, Hailsey Webb, Mike Mahuk, and Harold McCulloch were heard. The Watchers and Ye Holy Ones, an old hymn, was sung with a piano and brass quartet accompaniment. The songs were sung well and all the numbers were well sung.

FRANK L. LITTLETON

Edward Curtis Replies to Letter Written Last Week

To the Editors:
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AN OPTIMISTIC VIEW

It has been said that a true optimist is he who can see light and hopefulness in the present economic chaos. But it does not take an overly optimistic person to see hope for the teaching profession, even in the present circumstances.

The profession of teaching has suffered. There is no profession or occupation that has not suffered in the general upheaval of conditions. But it can be logically maintained that their presence there is inconvenient. And yet the college with a large alumni, at the same time giving students, townspeople, and visitors an opportunity to see the trophies.

THE EMPTY TROPHY CASE

Last year the lettermen's club, realizing that this college had no means of publicly displaying its athletic trophies, presented the college with a large trophy case. It was placed on the first floor of the gymnasium—but it stands empty!

It so happened that the financial situation of the N club prohibited the purchase of glass shelves to fit into the case, and consequently it has been impossible to place the cups and shields there. When we remember that for a term at one hundred dollars, the baseball, ball and track teams have brought a number of prizes to the college it seems unjustifiable not to display them to the public. At the present time, the trophies are placed on top of book cases in President Shryock's office. Needless to say, their presence there is inconvenient for both the President and the students.

We can hardly expect the N club to buy the shelves for the case. It is possible, however, that some other campus organization may be willing and able to make the necessary purchase. Such an act would reflect on the generosity of the organization, at the same time giving students, townspeople, and visiting teams an opportunity to see the trophies.
Southern Teachers' percentage for games won in the conference took a dive when the Charleston Teachers barely managed to beat 13-9 in the first seven seconds of an overtime period, at Charleston Saturday night. The rivals were deadlocked, 9-9, at that point.

The half-time mark the locals were trailing, 19-18, but three baskets in the second half period, Charleston scored Carbondale, on an equal basis with its fee. Time after time, especially in the first half, the ball would roll around the Maroon's 'rook basket and then drop off the rim.

With a cluster of seconds to go in the regular game Homeford dropped, one through 36-36 just before half-time. Early in the second period extra period Carbondale scored a basket and free throw, only to be over-called when Stephens was fouled as he rang up a basket. He made the extra point to tie the 39-39. It was Homeford again who meshed up the Maroons, who also tied the second period to go to be dropped a long one through to win the game.

**Stephens Store**

Stephens was the outstanding player on the floor. Besides being high scorer with 13 points, he was taking the ball on almost every occasion. Most of Steve's goals came from away from the floor.

Divison, close to Stephens in points scored, garnered nearly all of his in the second period. Homeford and Vonderhein were high scorers for Panthers with four field goals each.

**Southern Teachers Scheduled to Meet Evansville Her**

The local Teachers will continue at Evansville College for three tomorrow night at a college basketball game, the appearance of an Indian quintet on the local floor for several years, although Carbondale enjoyed a triumph last to last year, 12-20 on the Hooper's arena.

Evansville is at present standing fifth in a conference among basketball state in America. Indiana is known as the cradle of basketball and well deserves the title because of the wonderful teams produced in that state.

Little is known of the Evansville Indians but it is believed that they have been playing the best teams in Indiana and are standing conspicuously in their conference.

**UNIVERSITY HIGH SCHOOL PLAYS FINAL GAME FRIDAY**

The University High School basketball squad, coached by Clarence Long will play in the final game of the season Friday, February 27. The clash will be with Dongola who have a real shot at gaining an outright win over Carbondale earlier in the season.

With a record of eight games won and nine lost, U. High can break even with a win over Dongola Friday night.

ROOM AND BOARD—Boys or Girls, $4.50 complete week. Light housekeeping accommodations, $1.25 per week—completely modern. Phone 496Y, 714 South Marion Street.

**CARBONDALE PLAYS RETURN GAME WITH CHARLESTON SATURDAY**

A return game with Charleston will be played on the local floor Saturday night. The Panthers barely managed to note out the Maroons in an overtime period on Charleston Saturday last but, it looks as if it will be a different story when the return encounter takes place at the Southern gymnasium.

Ballard and Miller led Charleston easily as they did the Southern threats, were low in scoring last week, but they will probably return to basketball for the Saturday session. Von Behrens and Homeford will be trying to duplicate their high scoring achievements of last week when they appear in the Saturday's game.

**FACULTY BASKETBALL TEAM LOSES IN MARION CONTEST**

On Tuesday night of last week, the faculty basketball team journeyed to Marion as guests of the high school faculty there. The game was fairly close throughout, with the Faculty prevailing by a score of 12-20. Clarke and Cramer were easily the stars for the S. T. C. aggregation, while Marion featured some ex-stars of this institution: "Jack" Wilson, "Bat" Hudgins, "Pig" Bridges, and "Bill" Bandy.

"Bob" Dabick of Canada and "Pete" Randle led a four round exhibition during the intermission between halves.

**HIGH SCHOOL NOTES**

*English Class in Contest*

The fourth hour English III class has posted its literary items on the board for inspection. The board was prepared by two practice teachers, Marleanor Green and Miss Clara Cyders.

For the first four weeks of English III and English IV classes have devoted the bulletin board with

**FOX'S DRUG STORE**

Your WALGREEN SYSTEM
MORE FOR YOUR MONEY
SHEET MUSIC 15c to 25c

**A REAL HOME FOR THE RIGHT KIND OF BOYS**

Boys and Board or Light Housekeeping
K A R R S, 806 S. Normal

**STUDENT BUS SPECIAL**

TERM ENDING CONTEST
St. Louis & Return, March 3 to March 12
Leaves Carbondale Friday After School
Leaves St. Louis 6:00 P.M.
CALL US FOR TAXI SERVICE
Carload 25c

**YELLOW CAB AND BUS CO.**

EARL THORGOMRT, Mgr.

**J. H. Offers “Little Black Helitrope”**

The play, “Little Black Helitrope,” will be given at chapel time in the Socratic hall instead of today, on account of the Washington program which will be given today. The admission will be ten cents, and the proceeds will be used for the junior high basketball banquet.

The cast of characters follows:

*Helitrope—Margaret Loo Wilsy*  
*m-* Ruth Service Brook  
*Emanda Jackson*  
*Miss Sophie*  
*Lois Edmondson*  
*Miss Ethel*  
*Maxine Findlay*

Miss Ruth Husband, a teacher in the Alumni Training school was cordially in her home with the flu a few days of last week.

**FRESHMEN STAGE HOP AT ARMORY THIS AFTERNOON**

This afternoon from 4 until 6 o'clock, the freshmen are staging a dance at the armory. The admission charge will be 25c. Oral Harris and his orchestra have been secured to furnish the music.

The new Charles Deering library at Northwestern University can seat more than the freshman students in the main reading room.
WASHINGTON'S BIRTH
Observed in Program
Today During Chapel

In commemoration of George Washington's birthday, the chapel program this morning was devoted to material and brief addresses on Washington. As a fitting introduction to the program, the college orchestra played "Old Glory Selections," an arrangement of national patriotic airs.

The two addresses of the morning were given by Elma Trieb and Richard Harrison, both members of the senior high school. Elma was concerned with the foreign affairs of the United States during Washington's administration. The affair with Citizen Genet, who was sent as Minister from the French Republic to the United States in 1798, was considered.

Washington's characteristics of foresight, judgment and determination, were forcibly displayed in this connection. He could be secured by election, but was yet a dangerous handicap.

Possibly most important of all, in explaining this lack of marked variation in the life of Washington, the Leader, Mr. Harrison discussed Washington's qualities of leadership as they were exhibited in various countries and in his big career. The speaker emphasized Washington's characteristics, showing how they were serviceable throughout Washington's achievement.

Mr. Harrison presented his material by examining Washington first of all, as a leader in the British service during the late colonial period. A discussion of his accomplishments as commander-in-chief in the American Revolution, under Mr. Washington's administration. The affair with Citizen Genet, who was sent as Minister from the French Republic to the United States in 1798, was considered.

Washington's characteristics of foresight, judgment and determination, were forcibly displayed in this connection. He could be secured by election, but was yet a dangerous handicap.

Possibly most important of all, in explaining this lack of marked variation in the life of Washington, the Leader, Mr. Harrison discussed Washington's qualities of leadership as they were exhibited in various countries and in his big career. The speaker emphasized Washington's characteristics, showing how they were serviceable throughout Washington's achievement.

Mr. Harrison presented his material by examining Washington first of all, as a leader in the British service during the late colonial period. A discussion of his accomplishments as commander-in-chief in the American Revolution, under Mr. Washington's administration. The affair with Citizen Genet, who was sent as Minister from the French Republic to the United States in 1798, was considered.

Washington's characteristics of foresight, judgment and determination, were forcibly displayed in this connection. He could be secured by election, but was yet a dangerous handicap.

Possibly most important of all, in explaining this lack of marked variation in the life of Washington, the Leader, Mr. Harrison discussed Washington's qualities of leadership as they were exhibited in various countries and in his big career. The speaker emphasized Washington's characteristics, showing how they were serviceable throughout Washington's achievement.

Mr. Harrison presented his material by examining Washington first of all, as a leader in the British service during the late colonial period. A discussion of his accomplishments as commander-in-chief in the American Revolution, under Mr. Washington's administration. The affair with Citizen Genet, who was sent as Minister from the French Republic to the United States in 1798, was considered.

Washington's characteristics of foresight, judgment and determination, were forcibly displayed in this connection. He could be secured by election, but was yet a dangerous handicap.

Possibly most important of all, in explaining this lack of marked variation in the life of Washington, the Leader, Mr. Harrison discussed Washington's qualities of leadership as they were exhibited in various countries and in his big career. The speaker emphasized Washington's characteristics, showing how they were serviceable throughout Washington's achievement.

Mr. Harrison presented his material by examining Washington first of all, as a leader in the British service during the late colonial period. A discussion of his accomplishments as commander-in-chief in the American Revolution, under Mr. Washington's administration. The affair with Citizen Genet, who was sent as Minister from the French Republic to the United States in 1798, was considered.

Washington's characteristics of foresight, judgment and determination, were forcibly displayed in this connection. He could be secured by election, but was yet a dangerous handicap.

Possibly most important of all, in explaining this lack of marked variation in the life of Washington, the Leader, Mr. Harrison discussed Washington's qualities of leadership as they were exhibited in various countries and in his big career. The speaker emphasized Washington's characteristics, showing how they were serviceable throughout Washington's achievement.

Mr. Harrison presented his material by examining Washington first of all, as a leader in the British service during the late colonial period. A discussion of his accomplishments as commander-in-chief in the American Revolution, under Mr. Washington's administration. The affair with Citizen Genet, who was sent as Minister from the French Republic to the United States in 1798, was considered.

Washington's characteristics of foresight, judgment and determination, were forcibly displayed in this connection. He could be secured by election, but was yet a dangerous handicap.

Possibly most important of all, in explaining this lack of marked variation in the life of Washington, the Leader, Mr. Harrison discussed Washington's qualities of leadership as they were exhibited in various countries and in his big career. The speaker emphasized Washington's characteristics, showing how they were serviceable throughout Washington's achievement.

Mr. Harrison presented his material by examining Washington first of all, as a leader in the British service during the late colonial period. A discussion of his accomplishments as commander-in-chief in the American Revolution, under Mr. Washington's administration. The affair with Citizen Genet, who was sent as Minister from the French Republic to the United States in 1798, was considered.

Washington's characteristics of foresight, judgment and determination, were forcibly displayed in this connection. He could be secured by election, but was yet a dangerous handicap.

Possibly most important of all, in explaining this lack of marked variation in the life of Washington, the Leader, Mr. Harrison discussed Washington's qualities of leadership as they were exhibited in various countries and in his big career. The speaker emphasized Washington's characteristics, showing how they were serviceable throughout Washington's achievement.

Mr. Harrison presented his material by examining Washington first of all, as a leader in the British service during the late colonial period. A discussion of his accomplishments as commander-in-chief in the American Revolution, under Mr. Washington's administration. The affair with Citizen Genet, who was sent as Minister from the French Republic to the United States in 1798, was considered.

Washington's characteristics of foresight, judgment and determination, were forcibly displayed in this connection. He could be secured by election, but was yet a dangerous handicap.